The Ephesoft Transact Cloud
The Ephesoft Cloud was built to provide intelligent document capture capabilities for all types
of organizations. Whether you are a small business looking to automate your document-centric
processes, or a large enterprise that wants to enhance existing applications, our cloud can
provide exactly what you need. Below is an overview of our tiered offerings.

ENTRY
The Ephesoft Cloud Entry Level offering provides powerful document processing
capabilities for the small business or department looking to get started with cloud
capture. Subscriptions at this level are volume limited, either 12,000 or 24,000
images per year, and run in our multitenant cloud infrastructure.

STANDARD
The Ephesoft Cloud Standard Level provides a dedicated cloud instance for
customers, and can provide document capture at volumes from 60,000 to
500,000 images per year. It includes our powerful web services layer, allowing
the use of our mobile capture application, SnapDoc, and integrations with your
line of business systems, workflow/BPM tools and developer projects.

PROFESSIONAL
The Ephesoft Cloud Professional Level is our fully capable dedicated instance, with
access to all the optional components we provide: Web Services, Mobile, Advanced
Reporting, Disaster Recovery and more. It provides licensing at the CPU core level,
removing volume restrictions, and providing maximum throughput for time sensitive
document processing. The instance runs on high level cloud infrastructure, providing
maximum service levels and guaranteed uptime.

PREMIUM
The Ephesoft Cloud Premium Level is our top tier offering that takes
advantage of Ephesoft’s Clustering Technology for high level throughput,
high availability and maximum efficiency. Each offering at this level includes
two instances, and additional cores can be added for more throughput and
processing power. By taking advantage of auto-scaling and elastic processing
power, this level will meet the needs of the most demanding organizations.

Why Capture in the Cloud?
The Ephesoft Transact Cloud is the first fully functional intelligent capture platform to take full
advantage of the cloud. With four different cloud tiers for all types or organizations and needs,
document capture is now available to fit your specific use case. So why capture in the cloud?

Time to Value

Access to Innovation

On-premise software implementations can be
a long-term journey with their lengthy budget
cycles for capital expenditure approvals, need
for IT resources, and additional budget for
hardware. With the Ephesoft Transact Cloud
your time to value is minimized and your
intelligent capture platform can be up and
running in a fraction of the time of on-premise
offerings.

With SaaS offerings, access to the
latest and greatest software is included.
As we enhance the Transact Cloud,
you can immediately take advantage of
added features and efficiencies. Your
subscription provides continuous value
and appreciates over time as more
features and functionality are added.

Cost of Ownership

Scalability and Agility

Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) reduces the
overall solution cost of ownership by including
support and eliminating the need for hardware
purchases, backups, monitoring, and dedicated
administration. By including these costs in
one recurring fee, complexity and overhead
are reduced and IT spend becomes more
predictable.

The Ephesoft Transact Cloud is built
for maximum scalability and agility. You
can easily add more cores, features,
and processing power depending on
your requirements and needs. You can
start small and grow with our flexible
subscription model.

Competitiveness

Capture Anywhere

Intelligent document capture isn’t just for large
organizations with an army of IT resources.
Now smaller organizations can access
enterprise-class technology and glean the
advantages and efficiencies needed to stay
competitive and challenge their larger rivals.

The Ephesoft Transact Cloud provides
intelligent document capture anywhere
and on any device. You can automate
document processes with a web browser,
smartphone, or tablet. Today’s mobile
workforce can take full advantage of all
the benefits the Ephesoft Transact Cloud
can provide.

